MONKSDOWN PRIAMRY SCHOOL REMOTE LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Respect, Resilience, Resourcefulness & Responsibility.

Year 5

Week Commencing 25th January 2021

DAILY ENGLISH ACTIVITIES

Theme: Earthlings

DAILY MATHS ACTIVITIES

Monday

Reading - Carrying on with our space theme, read the

opening chapter to Cosmic by Frank Cottrell Boyce here.
Answer questions here.

Spellings - Practise the spellings here. Quiz on Friday.

GPS book - Grammar - Word types - Relative pronouns
pg. 13

Tuesday

Reading - Another story called ’The Unforgotten Coat’

This weeks focus is Multiplication and Division
Monday - Multiply 2 digits by 1 digit Lesson and worksheet

Practice your 7 times

Wednesday - Multiply 4 digits by 1 digit Lesson and work-

tables. Why not use

sheet
Thursday - Multiply 2 digits (area model) Lesson and work-

pg. 8-9

Writing - Watch the video called ‘The Lighthouse’ here.

Create a timeline of the events.

Marvellous Modal

WIDER CURRICULUM
Science: Earth and Space
What are stars and star constellations?

don - pg. 10-11

What is the sacred text of Christianity?

Reading - Comprehension book - The Great Fire of Lon-

RE: Christianity

Writing - Watch the video called ‘The Lighthouse’ here.

Music: John Williams

ry entry

explaining events from the moment

dia-

the lights

went out to when the villagers come to the rescue.

Friday

Reading - 3 stories on Reading Plus

GPS - Spelling - Word Endings - the ‘shun’ sound pg.74

Verbs - pg. 8.

Follow the links for the lessons.

Thursday

Imagine you are the Lighthouse Keeper and write a

TT Rockstars to help.
Handwriting book -

GPS book - Commas after subordinate clauses pg. 44-45
Reading - Comprehension book - Tales of King Arthur -

/HANDWRITING

Tuesday - Multiply 3 digits by 1 digit Lesson and worksheet

here, Answer questions here
Wednesday

TIMES TABLES

LOOKING AFTER

Over the past two weeks you have been listening to the mu-

See our remote

about him. You can answer the questions here or just write

learning page

sic of John Williams. Click here complete a musical quiz

your answers on a piece of paper.
Art: Mark Rothko - Artist Study
Have look through some of Rothko’s ‘horizon’ paintings here.
Choose a few paintings that stand out to you.

Imagine

that these paintings are of the horizons on another planet.

Which planet do you think it could be? Why? Paint or draw
your favourite painting.

for specific well
-being and PE
activities.

